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Abstract

Modern softwares are very large and complex. As the
size and complexity of software increases, software develop-
ers feel an urgent need for a better management of different
activities during the course of software development. In this
paper, we present an approach of use case scenario prioriti-
zation suitable for project planning at an early phase of the
software development. We consider only use case model in
our work. For prioritization, we focus on how critical a sce-
nario path is, which essentially depends on density of over-
lapping of sub path of a scenario path with other scenario
path(s) of a use case. Our proposed approach provides an
analytical solution on use case scenario prioritization and
is very much effective in project management related activ-
ities as substantiated by our experimental results.

Keywords: Use case model, UML, software quality, scenario
prioritization, project management.

1. Introduction
Use case driven approach for software development has

become very popular in software industries. In use case
driven approach, use case models, which are mainly de-
veloped for elicitation, organization, and documentation of
requirements, are also effective to drive downstream soft-
ware development activities like design, coding, testing etc.
[9]. In addition to this, use case model is used for other
activities in software engineering process like project plan-
ning, tracking the progress of the development of the project
etc. [20]. For this reason, software engineers treat use case
model as the basic UML artifact in their software develop-
ment process.

A use case captures functional requirement of a system
under development. A use case contains a set of scenarios
tied together by a common user goal. A scenario is a se-
quence of steps describing interaction between user and the
system [2, 9].

Software engineers realize the importance of use case
model in different phases of software development life cy-
cle. One such importance of a use case model is use
case scenario prioritization, which means the ordering or
scheduling of use case scenarios based on certain criteria.
Following are the needs attributed for use case scenario pri-
oritization.
1. Quality goal: With prioritization of scenarios, it is pos-
sible to identify which scenarios of a use case are more im-
portant than others. If it is done at the analysis phase of soft-
ware development life cycle then, more care may be given
while designing, coding, and testing of those important sce-
narios. It helps to improve the design quality, productiv-
ity of the code, and thus achieving better quality software
[1, 24].
2. Business goal: Currently, in market-driven software in-
dustries, there is a need to release software in different ver-
sions where a sub set of all functionalities are included in
incremental manner in each subsequent release of the soft-
ware. It is therefore required to determine which scenarios
of the use case and also which use cases are to be included
in the different versions of the software to be released, so
that business needs of the customer is fully satisfied. This
decision can be taken better following the scenario prioriti-
zation. In other words, meeting the budget and deadline for
development of the software also account another reason for
use case scenario prioritization [18].
Above mentioned goals can be achieved by critically an-
alyzing use case model. With traditional approach perfor-
mance of doing this depends on expertise of the analyst, and
is therefore not always guranteed. Hence, the need arises to
devise an analytical solution of use case scenario prioritiza-
tion approach. Work on use case scenario prioritization is
scarcely reported in the literature. In this work, we address
the problem of use case scenario prioritization using UML
use case model automatically and without any expertise of
analysts. To the best of our review this is the first time an
analytical approach of use case scenario prioritization is be-
ing proposed in this paper.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Existing
works on software quality assessment using UML in gen-
eral, and use case model in particular is reviewed in Section
2. In Section 3, we discuss our proposed methodology for
prioritization of use case scenarios. We also illustrate our
approach with the help of an example. In Section 4, we
present experimental results and we compare our work with
existing work in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Related Work
Our work is related to use case scenario prioritization

applying use case model. In this section, we review work
related to application of use case model.

UML as a modeling language becomes an integral part of
software quality process because quality of software can be
assured using the design artifacts [1, 16, 4]. Christian F.J.
Lange [16] proposes different techniques such as rule-set,
metrics, visualization, and quality model to improve soft-
ware quality following design models. In [4], Narasimha
Bolloju et al. present the results of an empirical study to
identify the most typical set of errors frequently committed
by novice system analysts in four commonly used UML ar-
tifacts such as use case diagram, use case description, class
diagram, and sequence diagram and discuss how these er-
rors affect the quality of the artifacts developed in software
design phase.

Reliability is an important software quality metric [1].
Vittorio Cortellessa et al. [6] propose a reliability model for
component-based systems, which encapsulates UML exten-
sions such as tags, stereotypes, and constraints of different
UML profile for QoS (Quality of Service) and FT (Fault
Tolerance). Their proposed model helps to estimate the fail-
ure rates of components as well as the reliability factor for
the whole system. Another way to assess the reliability of
the software from user point of view is statistical testing
[11, 14, 15, 10, 25, 19, 7, 12, 23, 8]. Main idea of the sta-
tistical testing approach is that reliability of the software is
not dependent on the number of failures, but on the proba-
bility that those failures arise during the usage of the soft-
ware by different users. Some work on the statistical testing
using use case model is reported in [14, 12, 23] where use
case model is converted into the usage model. The usage
model actually captures all possible usage scenarios of the
software. This usage model is associated with operational
profile [19], which contains usage probabilities of different
user operations. Tests are generated from the usage model
and then selected in accordance with their usage probabili-
ties, obtained from operational profile. Applying statistical
technique, various measures such as the reliability of the
system, mean time to failure (MTTF), and mean time be-
tween failures (MTBF) etc. are then determined [10].

In [18], Frank Moisiadis presents a framework for priori-

tising use cases and also scenarios of a important use case
at the requirements elicitation and documentation stages of
the software development life cycle. For prioritization of
use cases, the proposed framework considers the business
goals of the stakeholders involved in the software develop-
ment project, dependencies among the use cases, degree to
which each use case satisfies the business constraints and
goals of the project. Scenarios of important use cases are
also prioritized by considering different usage metrics such
as total number of actors/objects involved, usage frequency
of an object/actor in each step of the use case. Use case pri-
oritization have been used in different activities in the soft-
ware engineering process [24, 21]. In [21], A. K. Onoma et
al. present a technique for the management of software de-
velopment by utilizing the ranking information associated
with each use case. According to their technique, order-
ing development of use cases are considered based on the
ranking of the use cases. For use case ranking, they con-
sider importance of different customers business goal, and
the usage frequency of use cases. In [24], Thomas Thelin
et al. discuss an efficient reading technique for software de-
sign inspections. Their proposed technique considers the
inspection of use cases according to their prioritization or-
der, which is based on user’s needs. In current work, we
propose a new technique of prioritizing use case scenarios
based on an analytical method, which does not require any
intervention of system analyst.

3. Proposed Methodology
In this section, we discuss our approach of prioritizing

use case scenarios. The approach consists of three major
steps:
1. Converting a use case scenario into a system sequence
diagram (we abbreviate this as SSD).
2. Converting a set of SSDs into a graphical representation
we call it as scenario graph (and abbreviate as SG).
3. Prioritizing the use case scenarios.
All these steps are discussed in the following sub sections.

3.1 Converting a use case scenario into a
system sequence diagram(SSD)

We consider use case in the form of use case template
[8, 5]. During the execution of the use case, different sit-
uations may occur at different steps of the main scenario.
Each situation leads to a different scenario, which can be
considered in tabular representation. To explain the descrip-
tion of a use case let us consider the Make Call use case in
usual Cell Phone system. The use case Make Call is pre-
sented in Table 1. The use case in Table 1 shows six sce-
narios including the main scenario (shown as the last six
rows). Other scenarios such as Attempt to call when bal-
ance is zero, Attempt to call when service date has already
expired etc. also possible but ignored in this paper to make
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Table 1. Use case template of Make Call in
Cell Phone system

Use Case Make Call
Description User enters phone number using key

on the mobile phone. After pressing
’call’ key, connection is established
with the receiver. After end of talk,
user ends call by pressing ’cancel’ key.

Actor Phone users
Precondition Phone is switched on and in normal

working condition. It has signal from
any nearest base tower of the service
provider.

Postcondition Successfully user talks with the re-
ceiver.

Trigger Press any key on the mobile phone.
End talk session with 1. System displays main screen.
cancel key (Main Sce-
nario or MS)

2. Repeat all sub steps until cancel or
call key is pressed.

2.a. User presses the key
2.b. System displays key pressed.
3. System displays calling.
4. Systems establishes the connection.
5. System displays connection accept-

ed.
6. Repeat all sub steps until cancel is

pressed or connection becomes dis-
connected.

6.a. System outputs audio.
6.b. User inputs voice to the system.
6.c. System displays call time.
7. System displays call ended.
8. System stops audio output.
9. System displays main screen.

End talk session with
network disconnect

a. System displays connection discon-
nected

( at step 7 of MS) b. System stops audio output.
c. System displays main screen.

Connection failed a. System displays connection failed.
(at step 4 of MS) b. System displays main screen.
Network busy a. System displays network busy.
(at step 4 of MS) b. System displays main screen.
Invalid phone no a. System displays invalid phone no.
(at step 4 of MS ) b. System displays main screen.
Abnormal a. System displays main screen.
termination
(at step 2 of MS )

the discussion simple. Having the use case in the form of
use case template, we identify different use case scenarios
in it and represent each use case scenario in the form of a
system sequence diagram (SSD) [17]. The SSD shows only
interaction between an actor and system boundary, that is,
the response of the system with respect to an actor’s input
(stimuli). It may be noted that SSD does not show what ob-

jects are there in the system, what messages are exchanged
among them and in what order unlike the conventional se-
quence diagram [22]. In SSD, a scenario consists of inter-
leaving of user inputs and system responses. We represent
a user input as a message from a user to the system and sys-
tem response as another message from system to the user.
We convert all scenarios of the Make Call use case into their
corresponding SSDs. Fig. 1, shows an SSD for a scenario in
Make Call use case namely, End talk session with network
disconnect (see Table 1).

User

System

press key

display key

main screen

display calling

input voice

display call time

display connection accepted

output audio

connection disconnected

stop audio

main screen

Loop

Loop

Key!=cancel/call

Key!=cancel or

Connection.disconnected = True

Figure 1. SSD of End talk session with net-
work disconnect

3.2 Converting a set of SSDs into a single
scenario graph (called SG)

In the next step, we convert each SSD into a scenario
graph and then combine all scenario graphs into a single
scenario graph (SG). We define a scenario graph (SG) as
below.
Definition 1: A scenario graph SG is a directed graph
G(N,E,SN,EN) where

N = {N1, N2, · · · , Nn} is a finite set of n nodes.
E = (N × N), is a finite set of edges.
SN = {N∗} is the start node and N∗ ∈ N .
EN = {N ′

1, N
′
2, · · · , N ′

p} is a finite set of end nodes,
where N ′

i ∈ N , ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , p.
We convert an SSD of a scenario into a scenario graph SG
using the following steps.
1. Every message mi in SSD from system to user corre-
sponds to a node Ni ∈ N of SG where Ni is labeled same
as the name of the message mi.
2. If mi and mk are two messages from system to user,
and mi occurs just before mk in SSD, then there will be a
direct edge from Ni ∈ N to Nk ∈ N in SG where Ni, and
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Nk have correspondences with mi and mk, respectively.
3. Let Msu = { m1,m2,m3,· · ·,mp} be a set of p number of
messages from system to user that occur within a loop in
SSD. We select a pair of messages mi and mk from Msu

such that all mj ∈ Msu occurs after mi where mj �= mi

and all mj ∈ Msu occurs before mk, where mj �=mk. We
add an edge from Nk ∈ N to Ni ∈ N in SG where Ni and
Nk have correspondences with mi and mk, respectively. It
may be noted that if Msu contains only one message mi,
then there will be a self transition to the node Ni in SG,
corresponding to mi in SSD.
The SG obtained following the above mentioned steps for
the End talk session with network disconnect scenario of
Make Call use case (see the SSD in Fig. 1) is shown in
Fig. 2. Following the procedure of converting an SSD to

main

screen

display

key

display

calling

display

connection

accepted

output

audio

display

call time

connection

disconnected

stop

audio

Figure 2. Scenario graph for End talk session
with network disconnect scenario

an SG, we find all SGs from their corresponding SSDs.
Once all SGs are obtained, we merge all of them into a
single scenario graph (SG). Our approach of merging all
SGs is stated below.

Let us consider two scenario graphs (SG1) and (SG2)
and we wish to merge SG1 and SG2 into SG. Initially,
we consider that trivially SG1 is the SG. To merge SG2

with SG1, we first find the set of common edges, let it be
denoted as Ecom between the two graphs SG1 and SG2.
For each edge e ∈ Ecom , we exclude the edge e from SG2.
We select an edge < Ni, Nj > from SG2 such that either
any one or both nodes (Ni and Nj) exist(s) in SG. If so,
then we add the edge < Ni, Nj > into SG, and exclude the
edge from the list of edges of SG2. We repeat this process
of selection, addition and exclusion of edges until all edges
of SG2 are added into SG. Note that all SGs (which are
under merging) correspond to different scenarios of a use
case, and these scenarios would have at least one common
initial message from system to user, therefore all SGs
would have at least one common node.

Example 1
We illustrate the proposed merging approach in Fig. 3.
Figure 3 explains how two scenario graphs SG1 and SG2

A B A B

D C

SG1
SG2

(a) Two scenario graphs under merging

( i ) ( ii ) ( iii )

A B

C

SG

A B

D C

SG

A B

D C

SG

(b) Intermediate steps of merging

Figure 3. Merging two SGs.

are merged together into a single scenario graph SG. Ini-
tially, SG1 is the SG. As shown in Fig.3(a), SG1 contains
a set of nodes NSG1 = {A , B} and set of edges ESG1

= {AB , BB , BA}. Similarly, in the graph SG2, set of
nodes and edges are NSG2 = {A , B , C , D} and ESG2 =
{AB , BB , BC , CD , DA}, respectively. Set of common
edges between SG1 and SG2 is Ecom = ESG1 ∩ ESG2 =
{AB , BB}. We exclude Ecom from ESG2 , and then the
set of edges of SG2 becomes ESG2 = ESG2 - Ecom = {BC
, CD , DA }. In first iteration, BC is selected from ESG2

and then added with the node B of SG and the resultant SG
is shown in Fig. 3(b)-i. Similarly, the edge CD and DA
of SG2 are added into SG in the next two iterations and
the resultant SG is shown in Fig. 3(b)-ii and Fig. 3(b)-iii,
respectively. The graph SG as shown in Fig. 3(b)-iii is the
single SG after the complete of merging of SG1 and SG2.

�
Fig. 4 shows the SG that is obtained on merging all SGs

of the Make Call use case. Here, main screen is the start

main

screen

display

key

display

calling

display

connection

accepted

output

audio

display

call time

display

call ended connection

disconnected

stop

audio

invalid

phone

no

network

busy

connection

failed

L
P

Q

R

ST

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Figure 4. Single scenario graph SG after
merging all SGs for Make Call use case
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node as well as the end node. Each node in SG is labeled
as L,P ,Q,· · · etc. as shown in Fig. 4 for easy references in
our subsequent discussions.

3.3 Prioritizing the use case scenarios
The SG so obtained after merging for a given use case,

is used as a basis for prioritizing the use case scenarios.
It may be noted that each path from the start node to an
end node in SG, corresponds to a scenario of the use case.
We follow the steps given below to prioritize the use case
scenarios.

1. Converting SG into a tree structure.
To convert the SG into a tree say, T , we apply depth-first-
search (DFS) traversal on SG with start node as the root
of the tree. It may be noted that presence of loop in SG
causes the path explosion in T . To avoid this, we enforce
a rule during the traversal of SG, that each node Ni ∈ N
in a path Pi of T , may have at most two occurences in that
path Pi. It may be achieved with minor modification of
depth-first-search (DFS) traversal algorithm.

2. Assigning weight to edges in T .
We assign initial weight w to each edge ei in T , where

w =
1
t

(1)

Here, t is the number of outgoing edges of the start node in
T .
We then proceed to update the values of weights in an
iterative fashion. For this, we follow a level order traversal
to visit all nodes in the tree T . We visit a node say, Ni

and update weight of the edge between Nj to Ni, where
Nj is the parent of Ni by the sum of all weights on the
edges from Ni to its child. This updation of weights (that
is, level order traversal) are to be iterated until there is no
further update on any edge. Finally, we examine T to check
whether an edge has more than one occurence in T . If so,
we update the weight of each occurence of that edge by
sum of the weights of all its occurences. Following this
another level order traversal is to be carried out to reflect
all such changes made in entire T . Note that through this
weight assignment, we ensure that weight of an edge is
proportional to the number of paths that cover the edge.

3. Computing scenario prioritization metric.
Let P = { P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn } be a set of all paths
enumerated in the tree T . For scenario prioritization, we
consider the prioritization metric, which we call it scenario
cost metric and denote as SC. SC for each path Pi ∈ P in
T is determined using Equation 2.

SC =

m∑

i=1

w(ei)

m
(2)

Here, m is the total number of edges in a path Pi =
{e1, e2, · · · , em}, and w(ei) represents weight w associated
to the edge ei in T . We compute SC for all paths Pi in T .
Scenarios are then prioritized according to the decreasing
order of SC value of their corresponding paths in T .
Scenarios with same SC can be ordered arbitrarily. Let us
consider why we are considering average of edge weights
rather than sum of edge weights of the path for calculating
scenario cost metric. For example, we have two paths:
P1 = A → B → C → D → E → F with five edge
weights 4, 4, 3, 2, 2 and P2 = A → D → F with two edge
weights 9 and 5. We see that sum of edge weights of P1

(which is 4 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 2 = 15) is larger than that of P2

(which is 9 + 5 = 14). But weight of every edge of P2 is
larger than the highest edge weight of P1. It signifies that
each edge of P2 is common with more number of paths
than any edge of P1. Taking the average of edge weights
of a path, we find an edge of the path is common with how
many paths on average. Higher is the average value of edge
weights of a path, higher is the number of paths, on average
an edge of the path common with. It is evident with these
two paths P1 and P2 because average of edge weights of
P1 = 4+4+3+2+2

5 = 3 whereas for P2, it is 9+5
2 = 7.

Example 2
We illustrate our approach of prioritizing all use case
scenarios with an example. Let us consider the SG as
shown in Fig. 5(a). We apply depth-first-search traversal on
SG in Fig. 5(a) considering A as the root and the converted
tree T is shown in Fig. 5(b). Then we assign initial weight
to edges in T , as shown in Fig. 5(c). To update the weights
of edges in T , we require three level order traversals in
this case. Weighted tree T after first, second, and third
level order traversals are shown in Fig. 5(d), Fig. 5(e),
and Fig. 5(f), respectively. It may be noted that only edge
B → A in T has two occurrences each of weight 0.5 (see
Fig. 5(e)) and Fig. 5(f) shows the resultant T after updating
the weight of all occurrences of B → A. Once updation
process is over, we compute SC metrics for each path and
values of which are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. SC metric for six paths
Path No Path SC

P1 A → B → A 0.75
P2 A → C → A 1.5
P3 A → C → D → E → A 1.37
P4 A → C → D → F → A 1.37
P5 A → C → D → G → A 1.37
P6 A → C → D → I → B → A 1.3

Note that higher value of SC metric for a path Pi signifies
that either a number of sub paths of Pi is common to
other paths or there is a large number of paths which
include sub path of Pi. In other words, we say that the
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(d) Tree T with updated weights after first
level order traversal.
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(e) Tree T with updated weights after second
level order traversal.
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(f) Tree T with updated weights after third
level order traversal.

Figure 5. Illustration of scenario prioritiza-
tion.

path Pi is highly critical. For example, path P2 is highly
critical compared to P1. It is also evident that no edge
in P1 is common in any other path; the path P2 is highly
critical as it has a sub path (A → C), which is common
in majority of the paths such as P3, P4, P5, P6. Similarly,
we observe that the paths P3, P4, P5, and P6 are of
almost equal priority since all of them share a common
sub path (A → C → D) and edge weights of these
paths as well as their lengths are almost same. This is, in
fact meticulously captured in our scenario prioritization
approach and hence given an SG we are able to prioritize
use case scenarios as P2 → P3 → P4 → P5 → P6 → P1.

�
As an another example, let us consider the Make Call

use case as mentioned in Table 1 and whose SG is shown
in Fig. 4. We obtain the weighted T , which is shown in Fig.
6. We find SC values for all six paths which are shown in
T as P1 = 4.3, P2 = 3.8, P3 = 3.8, P4 = 3.8, P5 = 3.18, P6

= 3.18. So, based on SC values, scenarios are prioritized
in this case as P1 → P2 → P3 → P4 → P5 → P6.
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Figure 6. Weighted tree for the SG of Make
Call use case

4 Case Study

We have conducted a detail experiment on a prototype of
Cell Phone system. In our prototype model, we have imple-
mented four use cases namely Make call, Send message, Re-
ceive call, and Receive message. We have estimated object
points, % of reuse code, and effort for each scenario of all
these four use cases using software cost estimation model
- application-composition model of COCOMO II [3, 13],
which is shown in Table 3. We have assumed the productiv-
ity rate as 13 NOP/PM [3] considering developer’s nom-
inal experience and capability and also limited availability
of CASE tools. To compute different metrics, first we de-
termine object counts for a scenario by examining number
of screens, reports, and components used in this scenario.
Next, we obtain object point by summing up complexity-
weights [3] of all objects (screen, report, component) iden-
tified for a scenario. We then estimate % of reuse code by
considering % of all object methods constituting a scenario,
common with that of other scenarios. Finally effort required
to develop the scenario is computed using number of object
points, % of reuse code according to the standard formula
[3]. For example, we required 3 screens (2 simple screens
and one moderately complex screen) and 1 simple report
and 4 modules for the scenario namely, End talk session
with cancel key. Therefore, object points for this scenario
is found 46. To implement this scenario, we have reused
approximately 40% of all its object methods from code of
other scenarios. Effort required for this scenario is esti-
mated as 2.12 PM . In the following way, we determined

different metrics as shown in Table 3 for all scenarios. We
then computed SC values for each scenario using our pro-
posed approach, which are listed in Table 3. We see that SC
value of a scenario is directly proportional to % of reuse
code in 69% cases. It signifies that scenarios with highly
reuse code have higher SC values. One possible reason
may be that density of overlapping of sub path of a scenario
path with other scenarios, directly affects % of reuse code of
that scenario. It may be noted that % of reuse code may not
be accurately determined by experts. But with computation
of SC values in analysis phase of software development life
cycle (SDLC), following our analytical approach, we may
identify more accurately which scenarios have highly reuse
code. Accordingly, we may give more care while designing
of those scenarios for improve reusability in design also.

Table 3. Experimental results
Use case Scenario Object

point
Effort
(PM )

%Reuse
code

SC

Make
call

End talk session with
cancel key

46 2.12 40 3.18

End talk session with
network disconnect

42 1.93 40 3.18

Connection failed 22 0.67 60 3.8
Network busy 22 0.67 60 3.8
Invalid phone no 22 0.67 60 3.8
Abnormal termination 11 0.25 70 4.3

Send
mes-

Send picture message 25 1.34 30 2.63

sage Send text message 23 0.88 50 2.70
Message send failed 21 0.88 45 2.85

Receive
call

Successful receive call
and end talk with cancel
key

35 1.07 60 2.12

Cancel receive call 11 0.25 70 2.08
Receive
mes-

Message successfully
received

13 0.3 70 2.76

sage No space in message
box

12 0.92 90 3.21

5. Comparison with Previous Work
Frank Moisiadis reports a work on use case scenario pri-

oritization [18] and our work resembles with their work in
certain extent. Their work on scenario prioritization tech-
nique [18] considers different usage metrics such as total
number of actors/objects involved, usage frequency of an
object/actor in each step in the use case, and also dependen-
cies among use cases. Their approach is however influenced
by the judgement of analyst and not necessarily analytical.
In our work, we present a different technique for prioritiza-
tion of use case scenarios. Here, we focus on how critical a
scenario path is, which depends on the length of its sub path,
common with other scenario paths, and number of paths that
include the sub path of the scenario being considered. We
propose a metric to rank a use case scenario. This metric
solely can be computed from a given use case template and
therefore free from any manual intervention. To the best of
our survey, no work other than [18] has been reported in the
literature.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed a novel approach of
use case scenario prioritization which is useful for soft-
ware project management and software quality improve-
ment. Our approach is significant due to the following
salient features. First, our approach is completely analyt-
ical, and free from the involvement of system analyst unlike
existing approach [18]. It is possible to build a tool which
takes the input a use case template and finds scenario cost
metric of each use case scenario. Second, we may apply
relevant amount of test data to test a scenario according to
its scenario cost metric. It is so because even a single fault
exists in a scenario path with higher value of scenario cost
metric, it would cause much effect on reliability of the sys-
tem. Third, with our approach we can determine the sce-
nario cost metric at an early stage of software development
life cycle even when design phase is not started. Therefore,
based on the scenario cost metric of a scenario we may take
more care while designing the corresponding scenario such
as reducing coupling, enhancing cohesion etc. so that qual-
ity of the software is improved. Finally, our approach ad-
vocates to identify critical component(s) in the system and
hence better software configuration management.

In the present submission, we have focused only a single
use case at a time. However, all use cases including use case
relations (such as, include, extend, generalization / special-
ization) together can be considered, which we plan to take
up in our next work.
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